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Abstract. An authenticated group key exchange (AGKE) protocol allows participants to construct a
common key and provide secure group communications in cooperative and distributed applications.
Recently, Choi et al. proposed an identity (ID)-based authenticated group key exchange (IDAGKE)
protocol from bilinear pairings. However, their protocol suffered from an insider colluding attack
because it didn’t realize the security issue of withstanding insider attacks. Withstanding insider
attacks mean that it can detect whether malicious participants exist in the group key exchange pro-
tocol. Nevertheless, an AGKE protocol resistant to insider attacks is still unable to find “who are
malicious participants”. In this paper, we propose an ID-based AGKE protocol with identifying
malicious participants. In our protocol, we use a confirmed computation property to achieve identi-
fying malicious participants. Certainly, it is also secure against insider attacks. In the random oracle
model and under related mathematical hard problems, we prove that the proposed protocol a secure
AGKE protocol with identifying malicious participants.

Keywords: authenticated group key exchange, identity-based, bilinear pairing, malicious participant,
insider attack.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Shamir (1984) proposed the concept of identity (ID)-based public-key system. As com-
pared to the certificate-based public-key systems, Shamir’s ID-based public-key system
may simplify certificate management. However, it has a disadvantage that the user’s
private key must be generated by the single Key Generator Center (KGC). Boneh and
Franklin (2001) presented a practical ID-based encryption system from bilinear pairings
defined on elliptic curves. The security of their system is based on the bilinear Diffie–
Hellman problem. In their system, the user’s private key can be generated by several sub-
centers using a threshold technique. Later on, ID-based cryptographic protocols based on
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bilinear pairings have received much attention from cryptographic researchers. Recently,
many ID-based cryptographic schemes based on bilinear pairings have been proposed.
Those schemes include authentication (Tseng et al., 2008), encryption (Ren et al., 2010),
key agreement (Chen et al., 2007; Wu and Tseng, 2010), signature (Cha and Cheon, 2003;
Yoon et al., 2004; Tseng et al., 2009; Liu and Huang, 2010) and group key exchange
(Choi et al., 2004; Shim, 2007; Choi et al., 2008).

Owing to the popularity of group-oriented applications such as electronic conferences
and collaboration works, secure group communication is an important research issue for
network security. The secure group key exchange protocol design is critical for provid-
ing secure group communications over an insecure channel. Consider a situation that an
emergency and some secure conferences must be held prior to a special time, such as
military applications, rescue missions and emergency negotiations (Tzeng, 2002; Tseng,
2005). Delay or dissolution of the conference will have serious negative consequences.
If a malicious participant attempts to disrupt the establishment of the group key, other
honest participants will be unable to compute the same group key. If these honest partic-
ipants cannot identify the malicious participant, the destruction of the conference could
cause serious damage. Note that a malicious participant is considered as a legitimate par-
ticipant who is fully controlled by adversary. However, these existing ID-based group
key exchange protocols (Choi et al., 2004; Shim, 2007; Choi et al., 2008) suffer from
insider colluding attacks (Wu and Tseng, 2009) and do not provide the functionality of
identifying malicious participants.

1.2. Related Work

An authenticated group key exchange (AGKE) protocol is an important security mecha-
nism. It allows participants to construct a common key and provide secure group commu-
nications in cooperative and distributed applications. It can be used to encrypt or authen-
ticate communicating messages in a group. Meanwhile, it also provides entity authentica-
tion. In the past, many AGKE protocols based on the traditional certificate-based public-
key systems were proposed (Bresson et al., 2001; Tzeng, 2002; Tseng, 2005; Burmester
and Desmedt, 2005; Katz and Shin, 2005; Tseng, 2007; Tseng and Wu, 2010).

Tzeng (2002) proposed a provable secure group key exchange protocol with identi-
fying malicious participants. This protocol employs two rounds to compute a group key
following the detection of all malicious participants. This protocol is provable secure
against passive attacks and attacks by impersonators. However, the message size sent by
each participant is proportional to the number of participants.

Katz and Shin (2005) proposed a security model and a universal composability (UC)
complier for AGKE protocols. This enhanced security model provides the formal security
definition of AGKE protocols in the existence of malicious participants. The concept
of the UC complier is to use the explicit key confirmation property to detect whether
malicious participants exist in the group key establishment. The UC complier requires
one additional round and n signature verifications, where n is the number of participants.
However, it is still unable to find “who are malicious participants”.
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Tseng (2005) proposed an efficient non-authenticated group key exchange protocol
with identifying malicious participants. The proposed protocol requires only a constant
message size for each participant. That is, the message size sent by each participant
is independent of the number of participants. By its very nature, a non-authenticated
group key exchange protocol cannot provide participant and message authentication, so
it must rely on an authenticated network channel. Furthermore, Tseng (2007) proposed
an AGKE) protocol with identifying malicious participants while remaining efficient for
message size sent by each participant.

Choi et al. (2004) presented two group key exchange (GKE) protocols using bilinear
pairings. One is non-authenticated GKE, and the other is ID-based authenticated group
key agreement (AGKE). Unfortunately, Zhang and Chen (2004) presented an imperson-
ation attack on Choi et al.’s AGKE protocol. Shim (2007) also showed that Choi et al.’s
AGKE protocol is not secure against an insider colluding attack. In which, three malicious
participants can collude to impersonate an honest participant to the other participants in
the group.

Shim (2007) suggested a modification to overcome insider colluding attacks. Re-
cently, Choi et al. (2008) proved that Shim’s suggestion still suffered from an insider
colluding attack. Meanwhile, Choi et al. (2004) also presented an improvement of their
original AGKE protocol to resist the mentioned insider colluding attacks. In their im-
proved AGKE protocol, they applied an ID-based signature scheme on the broadcasting
messages. They claimed that the transcript of the session is guaranteed to be fresh and
insider attacks are impossible. In particular, they used batch verifications to reduce the
computational cost in their modified AGKA protocol.

Actually, Wu and Tseng (2009) have shown that Choi et al.’s (2008) improved AGKE
protocol is still insecure against other insider colluding attacks. Two malicious partici-
pants can collude to impersonate an honest participant to other participants in the group.
Meanwhile, Wu and Tseng also proved that the adopted batch verification in their mod-
ified AGKE protocol suffers from a forgery attack. The forgery attack means that some
malicious participants can collude to impersonate a non-involved user to generate valid
multiple signatures to pass the batch verification (Kim et al., 2011). Certainly, by apply-
ing the UC complier presented by Katz and Shin (2005) to Choi et al.’s improved AGKE
protocol, it may enjoy the explicit key confirmation property to detect whether malicious
participants exist in the group key establishment. However, the UC complier requires one
additional round and n signature verifications. Even if the resulting ID-based AGKE pro-
tocol is secure against insider attacks, it cannot provide the functionality of identifying
malicious participants.

1.3. Contributions

In this paper, we present an ID-based authenticated group key exchange protocol with
identifying malicious participants. In the proposed protocol, each participant can confirm
whether the broadcast values are correctly computed by other participants, called the con-
firmed computation property. We use this property to achieve implicit key confirmation
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so that the proposed protocol can identify malicious participants. In particular, it does not
require additional round. In the random oracle model (Bellare and Rogaway, 1993) and
under the computational Diffie–Hellman as well as the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman
assumptions (Boneh and Franklin, 2001; Chen et al., 2007), we show that the proposed
ID-based AGKE protocol satisfies Katz and Shin’s (2005) security model. In other words,
it is a secure AGKE protocol providing forward secrecy and can resist insider attacks. The
other point is that in the proposed protocol malicious participants can be identified. Fi-
nally, we compare our protocol with the previously proposed non-ID-based and ID-based
AGKE protocols to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed protocol.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review
the concept of bilinear pairings as well as related security assumptions. The security
model and notions of AGKE are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our ID-
based AGKE protocol with identifying malicious participants. Security analysis of the
proposed protocol is given in Section 5. In Section 6, we make the performance analysis
and comparisons. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we depict compendiously the concepts of bilinear pairings, the related
mathematical assumptions. Readers can refer to Boneh and Franklin (2001), Chen et al.
(2007) for full descriptions.

2.1. Bilinear Pairings

Here, G1 and G2 are two groups of the same large prime order q, where G1 is an additive
cyclic group, and G2 is a multiplicative cyclic group. In particular, G2 is a subgroup
of the multiplicative group over a finite field. A bilinear pairing is defined as a map
e: G1 × G1 → G2. If the map e satisfies the following three conditions, it is called
an admissible bilinear map:

1. Bilinear: e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab for all P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q .

2. Non-degenerate: There exist P, Q ∈ G1 such that e(P, Q) �= 1.
3. Computable: There exists an efficient algorithm to compute e(P, Q) for all P ,

Q ∈ G1.

2.2. Related Security Hard Problems and Assumptions

For convenience to prove the security of the proposed protocol, we summarize some hard
problems and assumptions for bilinear pairings on elliptic curves as follows.

• Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) problem: Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1 for some
a, b ∈ Z∗

q , the CDH problem is to compute abP ∈ G1.
• CDH assumption: No probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithm can solve the

CDH problem with a non-negligible advantage.
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• Decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) problem: Given P, aP, bP, cP, dP ∈
G1, for some a, b, c, d ∈ Z∗

q , the DBDH problem is to distinguish (P, aP, bP, cP ,
dP, e(P, P )abc) from (P, aP, bP, cP, dP, e(P, P )d).

• DBDH assumption: No PPT algorithm can solve the DBDH problem with a non-
negligible advantage.

2.3. Notations

The following notations are used throughout this paper:

• e: an admissible bilinear map, e: G1 × G1 → G2.
• P : a generator of the group G1.
• s: the system private key, where s ∈ Z∗

q .
• Ppub : the system public key, where Ppub = s·P .
• ID i: the identity of participant Ui.
• DID i: the private key of participant Ui.
• HG: a map-to-point hash function, HG: {0, 1}∗ → G1.
• H1: a one-way hash function, H1: {0, 1}∗ × G1 → Zq .
• H2: a one-way hash function, H2: {0, 1}∗ × G3

1 → Zq .

3. Security Model and Notions

In this section, we briefly review the security model and notions for an authenticated
group key exchange (AGKE) protocol. The following notations and definitions are re-
ferred to Bresson et al. (2001), Choi et al. (2004), Katz and Shin (2005), Bresson and
Manulis (2008).

Participants and initialization. Assume that each participant Ui has a unique iden-
tity ID i ∈ {0, 1}l, where l is the bit length. For simplicity, there is a fixed set
U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} which is a polynomial-size set of potential participants. Here,
we allow that each participant Ui ∈ U performs the protocol many times with different
participants. In other words, each Ui has the multiple instances to execute the protocol.
We denote the instance t of participant Ui as a Πt

i oracle, where t is a positive integer.
The public parameters and the set of identities ID = {ID1, ID2, . . . , IDn} are known
by all participants (including adversary).

For an ID-based AGKE protocol, it requires two additional algorithms:

• Setup algorithm. The system private key and the public parameters are generated
by this algorithm.

• Extract algorithm. Each participant Ui ∈ U can obtain the private key DID i using
this algorithm.

Session ID, partner ID, and related notions. The session ID of oracle Πt
i is a set defined

as SID(Πt
i). It equals the concatenation of all messages sent and received by Πt

i during
its execution. The partner ID of oracle Πt

i is a set defined as PID(Πt
i). It contains the
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identities of participants who want to establish a group session key with Πt
i in the group.

The session ID and the partner ID are public information. We say that an oracle Πt
i is

accepted, if it can compute a valid group session key. An oracle may terminate without
accepting. In this case, it does not output any session key to all. Whether or no, an oracle
has accepted or has decided to terminate without accepting is a public information. We
say that two oracles Πt

i and Πs
j are partner if and only if it satisfies (1) two oracles have

accepted; (2) SID(Πt
i) = SID(Πs

j); (3) PID(Πt
i) = PID(Πs

j).

Adversarial model. Formally, an adversary A is a probabilistic polynomial time algo-
rithm. We allow A to potentially control all communications completely in an ID-based
AGKE protocol via accessing to a set of oracles. Here, A can make different types of
queries in the following:

• Extract(IDα). In this query, A can get a private key DIDα corresponding to iden-
tity IDα, where IDα �∈ I D.

• Execute(I D). In this query, A can get a complete transcript of an honest executing
between the participants belong to I D. In particular, the number of group partici-
pants is chosen by A.

• Send(Πt
i, M ). When A makes this query with a message M to an oracle Πt

i, this
oracle performs the computations and responses the answers according to the pro-
tocol.

• Reveal(Πt
i). In this query, A can get a group session key from an oracle Πt

i.
• Corrupt(IDi ). In this query, A can get a private key DID i of identity ID i.
• Test(Πt

i). A can send only one Test query to an oracle Πt
i. Upon receiving this

query, this oracle flips an unbiased coin b. If b = 1, then Πt
i returns the group

session key. Otherwise, it returns a random string.

In the above model, there exist two types of adversaries. A passive adversary is
allowed to make Execute, Reveal, Corrupt, and Test queries. An active adversary is al-
lowed to make the above all types of queries. Though the Execute query can be substituted
for making the Send query repeatedly, we also use this query to get more precise analysis
here.

Secure AGKE. A secure AGKE protocol contains following four parts.

1. Freshness. An oracle Πt
i is fresh, if one of the following is true:

• Πt
i has accepted a group session key.

• Neither Πt
i nor its partners have been asked a Reveal query.

• No Corrupt(IDV ) query was asked before a Send(Πs
j , M) query, where

IDV ∈ PID(Πt
i) and Πs

j is a partner of Πt
i.

We assume that all oracles are considered fresh.
2. The security of AGKE protocol. The security of ID-based AGKE protocol is

defined in the following game played between an active adversary A and a set of
oracles Πt

i, where Πt
i is an oracle of participant Ui ∈ V .

• Initialization. The system private key, public parameters, and participants’
private keys are generated in this phase.
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• Queries. A may make different types of queries and gets back the answers
corresponding to oracles.

• Guess. Finally, A outputs its guess b′ for the coin b in the Test query and
terminates.

In the above game, the advantage of A is defined by the ability to distinguish a
group session key from a random string. Let Succ be the event that A queries the
Test oracle and correctly guesses the coin b by this oracle answering this query. The
advantage of A in attacking a protocol P is defined as Adv A,P(k) = |2 · Pr[Succ] −
1|. We say that a protocol P is a secure ID-based AGKE protocol, if the advantage
AdvA,P (k) is negligible.

3. Forward secrecy. We say that an ID-based AGKE protocol Ψ provides forward
secrecy, if an adversary A cannot get some useful information about the previously
established group session keys after A makes the Corrupt query in Ψ. The maxi-
mum advantage of A which attacks the protocol Ψ within running time t is defined
as AdvAGKE −fs

Ψ (t, qex, qs), where qex and qs are maximum numbers of making
the Execute and Send queries, respectively.

4. Authentication. We say that an ID-based AGKE protocol provides implicit key
authentication, if the participants are assured that nobody other than its partners
can learn the value of a particular session key. In particular, an adversary should
not learn the key. Note that the property of implicit key authentication does not
guarantee that partners have actually obtained the key.

Katz and Shin (2005) defined the concept of insider attacks for an AGKE protocol.
We briefly review it as follows.

Insider attacks. An ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against insider attacks if it satis-
fies following conditions:

1. Secure AGKE.
2. Withstanding insider impersonation attack. We say that an adversary succeed

in an insider impersonation attack if there exists a participant Uj and an oracle Πt
i

such that

(1) The user Uj is not corrupted.
(2) Πt

i accepts and IDUj ∈ PID(Πt
i).

(3) There does not exist an oracle Πs
j of Uj such that SID(Πt

i) = SID(Πs
j) and

PID(Πt
i) = PID(Πs

j).
(4) Neither Ui nor Uj are corrupted at the time Πt

i accepts.

Note that the above conditions (1), (2), and (3) tell us that A impersonates Uj to Πt
i.

We say that an ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against insider impersonation
attack, if any adversary A with a negligible advantage succeeds in the above attack.

3. Key agreement. We say that an ID-based AGKE protocol does not provide key
agreement, if there are partnered instances Πt

i and Πs
j such that (1) neither Ui nor

Uj are corrupted; (2) SK t
i �= SK s

j .

According to the definition of insider attacks, the condition “key agreement” con-
siders the explicit key confirmation property, and the condition “secure against insider
impersonation attack” concerns with the mutual authentication property.
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Malicious participant. We say that a participant Um is a malicious participant in an
AGKE protocol, if Um is a legitimate participant in the protocol, nevertheless, she/he is
fully controlled by an adversary.

4. Proposed Protocol

In this section, we present an ID-based authenticated group key exchange protocol with
identifying malicious participants. At first, we present the initialization phase of the pro-
posed protocol. The Key Generation Center (KGC) executes the Setup algorithm to gen-
erate the public parameters Param = {G1, G2, e, q, P, Ppub , HG, H1, H2} and the system
private key s. When a participant U with the identity IDU wants to obtain her/his private
key DIDU , U submits her/his identity IDU to KGC. Upon receiving the request of U ,
KGC runs the Extract algorithm to compute DIDU = HG(IDU ) · s and returns it to U

via a secure channel.
Let U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} be a set of participants who want to establish a group

session key SK . Note that the indices are subject to modulo n, that is Un+1 and U0 denote
U1 and Un, respectively. Assume that each participant Ui has a unique identity ID i,PID
is the concatenation of the identities of participants taking part in a session, i.e., PID =
ID1‖ID2‖ · · · ‖IDn and M ∈ {0, 1}∗ is a pre-known message by all participants which
contains some conference information such as the conference title, date, and location. In
addition, U ′

is public key and private key pair is (ID i,DID i = HG(ID i) · s). The details
of the proposed protocol are described as follows.

[Round 1] Each participant Ui randomly picks an integer ai ∈ Z∗
q and computes Pi =

ai · P, hi = H1(M ‖P ID ‖ID i, Pi), and Vi = ai · HG(ID i) + hi · DID i. Finally,
each Ui broadcasts (ID i, Pi, Vi) to other participants.

[Round 2] Upon receiving (ID i−1, Pi−1, Vi−1) and (ID i+1, Pi+1, Vi+1), each partici-
pant Ui checks the following equation:

e

(
P,

∑
k∈ { −1,1}

Vi+k

)
?=

∏
k∈ { −1,1}

e
(
Pi+k + hi+k · Ppub , HG(ID i+k)

)
,

where hi+k = H1(M ‖P ID ‖ID i+k, Pi+k) and k ∈ {−1, 1}.
If the above checking equation holds, each Ui uses the secret ai to compute
Di = e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, Ppub)ai . Then, Ui generates a signature tuple on the mes-
sage PID ‖ID i‖Di‖S, where S = P1‖P2‖ . . . ‖Pn as follows: Ui chooses a ran-
dom integer ri ∈ Z∗

q and computes αi = ri · P, βi = ri · (Pi+1 − Pi−1), ki =
H2(PID ‖ID i‖Di‖S, Pi+1 − Pi−1, αi, βi), γi = ri · Pi +kiai · Ppub . Finally, each
Ui sends σi = (ID i, Di, αi, βi, γi) to all other participants.

[Group session key computation] Upon receiving all σj = (IDj , Dj , αj , βj , γj) for
j = 1, 2, . . . , n and j �= i, each Ui checks

e(P, γj)
?= e(Pj , αj + kj · Ppub) and
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e(Pj+1 − Pj−1, γj)
?= e(βj , Pj) · D

kj

j ,

where kj = H2(PID ‖IDj ‖Dj ‖S, Pj+1 −Pj−1, αj , βj) and S = P1‖P2‖ . . . ‖Pn.
For reducing the computational cost of verification, by the same batch verification

method presented by Tseng et al. (2009), e(P,
∑n

j=1 γj)
?=

∏n
j=1,j �=i e(Pj , αj+kj ·

Ppub) can be used to replace e(P, γj)
?= e(Pj , αj + kj · Ppub) for j = 1, 2, . . . , n

and j �= i . If the above equations hold, each Ui not only believes that the σj is
produced by Uj with the secret aj , but also can confirm that

Dj = e(Pj+1 − Pj−1, Ppub)aj = e
(
(aj+1 − aj−1) · P, s · P

)aj

= e(P, P )saj(aj+1−aj−1)

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n and j �= i. Therefore, each participant Ui can compute the same
group session key SK = e(ai · Pi−1, Ppub)n · Dn−1

i · Dn−2
i+1 · · · Di−2.

[Malicious participant identifying] If a participant Um tries to send a wrong σm =
(IDm, Dm, αm, βm, γm) to disrupt the establishment of a group session key, then
he will be determined as a malicious participant because two equations e(P, γm) =
e(Pm, αm + km · Ppub) and e(Pm+1 − Pm−1, γm) = e(βm, Pm) · Dkm

m do not
hold. Meanwhile, Um will be deleted from the participant set U . Then other honest
participants may rerun the protocol.

5. Security Analysis

In this section, we present security analysis of our presented protocol in the random oracle
model (Bellare and Rogaway, 1993) and under the computational Diffie–Hellman as well
as the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumptions. First, we focus on ID and forgery
attacks.

[ID and forgery attacks]
Here, we show that the proposed ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against ID and

forgery attacks. Note that we apply the ID-based batch signature scheme in Yoon et al.
(2004) to Round 1 of our proposed protocol. Hence, the signature security of Round 1 in
our protocol is referred to Yoon et al. (2004). Therefore, we can claim that the signature in
Round 1 is secure against ID and forgery attacks. In the following Lemma 1, we show that
the signature in Round 2 is secure against ID and forgery attacks. Therefore, we obtain
that the presented ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against ID and forgery attacks in
Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. In the random oracle model, assume that a probabilistic polynomial time
adversary A with a non-negligible advantage can break the Round 2 of proposed ID-
based AGKE protocol under the adaptive chosen message and ID attacks. Then, there
exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm C1 with a non-negligible advantage that
can solve the computational Diffie–Hellman problem.
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Proof. By assumption, A can execute adaptive chosen message and ID attacks to the
Round 2 of presented ID-based AGKE protocol with a non-negligible advantage. By Cha
and Cheon (2003), it implies that there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
A1 with a non-negligible advantage for adaptive chosen message and fixed ID attacks.

For convenience to prove Lemma 1, we define the EUF-AGKE-ACMA game played
between the challenger C1 and A1 as follows.

• Initialization. The algorithm C1 generates the public parameters Param =
{G1, G2, e, q, P, Ppub ,PID } of proposed protocol and random values Pi ∈ G1

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here, C1 acts as a challenger in this game. In addition, C1 needs
to maintain three lists L1, L2, and L3. Three lists are initially empty and are used
to keep track of answers to Extract, H2(), and Issuing queries, respectively. At
the beginning of the game, C1 gives the public parameters and those Pi to A1 for
i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

• Queries. The challenger C1 is responsible to answer the queries which are made
by A1 as follows:

1. Extract query. Upon receiving this query with identity ID i, the challenger
C1 generates the corresponding private key DID i by Extract algorithm and
Param. Then, C1 returns DID i to A1 and adds (ID i, DID i) into the list L1.

2. H2() query. Upon receiving the hash query request H2(τi), where τi =
(PID ‖ID i‖Di‖S, Pi+1 −Pi−1, αi, βi) from the adversary A1, the challenger
C1 searches τi in the list L2. If τi is found, C1 returns the corresponding value.
Otherwise, C1 returns a random value kRi ∈ Z∗

q and adds (τi, kRi) into L2.
3. Issuing query. The adversary A1 chooses an identity ID i and a random value

Pbi = Pi+1 − Pi−1 ∈ G1. Then, A1 sends them to C1. Upon receiving the
Issuing query request for (ID i, Pbi), C1 randomly selects two values xai, ri ∈
RZ∗

q to compute Di = e(Pbi, Ppub)xai , αi = ri · P, βi = ri · Pbi, and
γi = ri · Pi + kixai · Ppub . Here, ki is the simulated value of H2() query as
the mentioned above. Finally, the challenger C1 returns σi = (Di, αi, βi, γi)
to A1 as the answer and adds (ID i, Pbi, σi = (Di, αi, βi, γi)) into the list L3.

Assume that the adversary A1 can forge a valid tuple (ID ′
i, P

′
bi, σ

′
i = (D′

i, α
′
i, β

′
i, γ

′
i))

with a non-negligible advantage, where P ′
bi did not appear in any Issuing query. Follow-

ing the Forking lemma in Pointcheval and Stern (2000), this lemma adopts the “oracle
replay attack” using a polynomial replay of the attack with the same random tape and
a different oracle. A1 can output two valid tuples ((ID ′

i, P
′
bi, σ

′
i = (D′

i, α
′
i, β

′
i, γ

′
i)) and

((ID ′
i, P

′
bi, σ

′ ′
i = (D′ ′

i , α′
i, β

′
i, γ

′ ′
i )) which pass the verification equation. Thus,

e(P, γ′
i) = e(Pi, α

′
i + k′

i · Ppub) and

e(P, γ′ ′
i ) = e(Pi, α

′
i + k′ ′

i · Ppub),

where k′
i and k′ ′

i are hash values from H2() query. By the bilinear pairing operations, we
obtain e(P, γ′

i − γ′ ′
i ) = e(Pi, (k′

i − k′ ′
i ) · Ppub).

Given Pi = xP and Ppub = yP for some x, y ∈ Z∗
q , it implies e(P, γ′

i − γ′ ′
i ) =

e(xP, (k′
i − k′ ′

i ) · yP ). By the property of bilinear pairing, we have e(P, γ′
i − γ′ ′

i ) =
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e(P, (k′
i − k′ ′

i ) · xyP ). Thus, xyP = (γ′
i − γ′ ′

i )/(k′
i − k′ ′

i ). Hence, the challenger C1 can
easy obtain xyP from a CDH tuple (P, Pi, Ppub) = (P, xP, yP ). It is a contradiction for
the computation Diffie–Hellman assumption.

Theorem 1. In the random oracle model and under the computational Diffie–Hellman
assumption, the presented ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against ID and forgery
attacks.

Proof. In Round 1 of our proposed protocol, we use the ID-based batch signature scheme
in Yoon et al. (2004) to provide participant authentication, thus it is secure against ID and
forgery attacks. By Lemma 1, we have shown that the individual signature in Round 2
is also secure against ID and forgery attacks. By the same batch verification method
presented by Tseng et al. (2009), we can reduce the computational costs of individual
verifications while it remains security of withstanding ID and forgery attacks. Therefore,
the presented ID-based AGKE protocol is secure against ID and forgery attacks.

[Secure AGKE providing forward secrecy]
In the following, we prove that the proposed ID-based AGKE protocol is a secure

AGKE protocol providing forward secrecy under the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman
(DBDH) assumption and the security of the adopted ID-based signature schemes.

Theorem 2. Assume that the hash functions HG, H1, and H2 are random oracles. Then
the proposed ID-based AGKE protocol Ψ is a secure AGKE providing forward secrecy
under the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) assumption. Precisely,

AdvAGKE −fs
Ψ (t, qex, qs) � 2nqex · AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t) + Advforge
Ψ (t),

where qex and qs are maximum numbers of making the Execute and Send queries, re-
spectively. Note that AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t) is the advantage of solving the DBDH problem, and

Adv forge
Ψ (t) is the advantage of any forgers attacking the proposed ID-based AGKE pro-

tocol Ψ.

Proof. Assume that A is an active adversary in attacking the proposed ID-based AGKE
protocol Ψ with a non-negligible advantage. We consider two possible attacking cases.
Case 1 is that A can impersonate a participant (forging authentication transcripts) with the
advantage. Case 2 is that A can break the protocol Ψ without modifying any transcripts
with the advantage.

Case 1. We assume that A has an adaptive impersonation ability to break Ψ. Using
A, we can construct a forger F who generates two valid signature pairs (ID , aP , V )
and (ID , D, α, β, γ) with respect to the proposed protocol Ψ as follows. The forger
F generates all other public/private key pairs for the system and simulates the ora-
cle queries of A. This simulation is perfect indistinguishable from A’s oracle queries
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unless A makes the Corrupt(ID) query. If it occurs, then F terminates. Otherwise, if
A outputs two valid signature pairs (ID , aP , V ) and (ID , D, α, β, γ), F generates A’s
pairs, that is (ID , aP , V ) and (ID , D, α, β, γ). Let Forge be the event that A can out-
put valid signature pairs, and Pr[Forge] be the corresponding probability of this event.
Then, the probability of F successfully generating two valid signature pairs satisfies
Pr[Forge] � Adv forge

F,Ψ (t) � Adv forge
Ψ (t).

Case 2. We assume that A can break the protocol Ψ without modifying any tran-
scripts. Let n be the number of participants chosen by A. Considering the case, A makes
the Execute(ID1, ID2, . . . , IDn) query once. The real execution of the proposed protocol
is given by

Param =

⎧⎨
⎩

(G1, G2, e) ← KGC; P ← G1; s ← Z∗
q ; Ppub = s · P ;

DID1 = HG(ID1) · s, . . . ,DIDn = HG(IDn) · s:
(G1, G2, e, P, Ppub,PID)

⎫⎬
⎭ and

Real =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

a1, . . . , an, h1, . . . , hn, r1, . . . , rn, k1, . . . , kn ← Z∗
q ;

P1 = a1P, . . . , Pn = anP ;
V1 = a1HG(ID1) + h1DID1, . . . , Vn = anHG(IDn) + hnDIDn;
D1 = e(P2 − Pn, Ppub)a1 , . . . , Dn = e(P1 − Pn−1, Ppub)an ;
α1 = r1P, . . . , αn = rnP ;
β1 = r1(P2 − Pn), . . . , βn = rn(P1 − Pn−1);
γ1 = r1P1 + k1a1Ppub , . . . , γn = rnPn + knanPpub ;
T = (P1, . . . , Pn, V1, . . . , Vn, D1, . . . , Dn, α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βn,

γ1, . . . , γn);
SK = e(a1Pn, Ppub)n · Dn−1

1 · Dn−2
2 · · · Dn−1: (T ,SK )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

,

where T denotes the transcript, and SK is the group session key.

Note that Di = e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, Ppub)ai = e(aiPi+1,Ppub)
e(aiPi−1,Ppub)

= e(aiai+1P,Ppub)
e(ai−1aiP,Ppub)

. Then, we
can define the distribution Fake1 in the following

Fake1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

d1,2, a1, . . . , an, h1, . . . , hn, r1, . . . , rn, k1, . . . , kn ← Z∗
q ;

P1 = a1P, . . . , Pn = anP ;
V1 = a1HG(ID1) + h1DID1, . . . , Vn = anHG(IDn) + hnDIDn;
D1 = e(d1,2P,Ppub)

e(ana1P,Ppub)
, D2 = e(a2a3P,Ppub)

e(d1,2P,Ppub)
, . . . ,

Dn = e(ana1P,Ppub)
e(an−1anP,Ppub)

;
α1 = r1P, . . . , αn = rnP ; β1 = r1(P2 − Pn), . . . ,

βn = rn(P1 − Pn−1);
γ1 = r1P1 + k1a1Ppub , . . . , γn = rnPn + knanPpub ;
T = (P1, . . . , Pn, V1, . . . , Vn, D1, . . . , Dn, α1, . . . , αn,

β1, . . . , βn, γ1, . . . , γn);
SK = e(a1Pn, Ppub)n · Dn−1

1 · Dn−2
2 · · · Dn−1: (T ,SK )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

Since A can obtain all private keys DID i and hash values hi by making the Corrupt
and Hash queries, it can compute all aiHG(ID i) = Vi − hiDID i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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According to the discrete logarithm problem in the group G1 is intractable, these values
offer no information about ai for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

In the following, we will show that the problem to distinguish Real from Fake1 can
be reduced to solve the DBDH problem. Here, we let ε(t) = AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t).

Claim. For any algorithm A running in time t, we have

∣∣Pr
[
(T ,SK ) ← Real : A(T ,SK ) = 1

]
− Pr

[
(T ,SK ) ← Fake1: A(T ,SK ) = 1

]∣∣ � ε(t).

Proof. As note, Di = e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, Ppub)ai = e(aiPi+1,Ppub)
e(aiPi−1,Ppub)

= e(aiai+1P,Ppub)
e(ai−1aiP,Ppub)

. Now,
we use the symbol Γi,i+1 to substitute e(P, Ppub)aiai+1 . Hence, each Di can be written
into Di = Γi,i+1

Γi−1,i
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and the group session key SK = (Γn,1)n · Dn−1

1 ·
Dn−2

2 · · · Dn−1, where (Γn,1)n = e(P, Ppub)nana1 = e(a1Pn, Ppub)n.

Giving the adversary A and considering the following algorithm D which takes Pa =
aP, Pb = bP, Pc = cP ∈ G1 as input for some a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q . D generates (T ,SK )
according to the distribution Dist1 and then outputs whatever A outputs after running
A(T ,SK ). The Dist1 is defined as follows:

Dist1=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

w1, . . . , wn−2, a1, . . . , an, h1, . . . , hn, r1, . . . , rn, k1, . . . , kn ← Z∗
q ;

P1 = a1P, . . . , Pn = anP ;
V1 = a1HG(ID1) + h1DID1, . . . , Vn = anHG(IDn) + hnDIDn;
Γ1,2 = gsab ∈ G2, Γ2,3 = e(Pb, Ppub)w1 for j = 3 to n − 1;
Γj,j+1 = e(P, Ppub)wj−2wj−1 ; Γn,1 = e(Pa, Ppub)wn−2 ;
D1 = Γ1,2

Γn,1
, . . . , Dn = Γn,1

Γn−1,n
;

α1 = r1P, . . . , αn = rnP ; β1 = r1(P2 − Pn), . . . ,
βn = rn(P1 − Pn−1);
γ1 = r1P1 + k1a1Ppub , . . . , γn = rnPn + knanPpub ;
T = (P1, . . . , Pn, V1, . . . , Vn, D1, . . . , Dn, α1, . . . , αn,

β1, . . . , βn, γ1, . . . , γn);
SK = (Γn,1)n · Dn−1

1 · Dn−2
2 · · · Dn−1: (T ,SK )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

By the above distribution, let Γ1,2 = e(P, Ppub)ab = e(P, P )sab, we refer to the
resulting distribution as Dist1

DBDH . It is obvious the distribution Dist1
DBDH is identical

to Real. Because of

SK = (Γn,1)(Γ1,2)(Γ2,3) · · · (Γn−2,n−1)(Γn−1,n)

= e(Pa, Ppub)wn−2 · e(P, P )sab · e(Pb, Ppub)w1 · · · e(P, Ppub)wn−4wn−3

× e(P, Ppub)wn−3wn−2

= e(P, P )swn−2a+sab+sbw1+···+swn−4wn−3+swn−3wn−2 .
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Next, we again examine the distribution Dist1. Let Γ1,2 = e(Pc, Ppub) = e(P, P )sc

for some c �= ab ∈ Z∗
q . We refer to the resulting distribution as Dist1

Random. It is obvious
the distribution Dist1

Random is identical to Fake1. Because of

SK = (Γn,1)(Γ1,2)(Γ2,3) · · · (Γn−2,n−1)(Γn−1,n)

= e(Pa, Ppub)wn−2 · e(P, P )sc · e(Pb, Ppub)w1 · · · e(P, Ppub)wn−4wn−3

× e(P, Ppub)wn−3wn−2

= e(P, P )swn−2a+sc+sbw1+···+swn−4wn−3+swn−3wn−2 .

Therefore, we obtain

∣∣Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Real : A(T ,SK ) = 1]

−Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Fake1: A(T ,SK ) = 1]
∣∣ � ε(t).

By the same approach, other distributions Fakei can be defined for i = 2, 3, . . . , n.
Using the same construction of Dist1, for any adversary A running in time t, we can get
the following equations:

∣∣Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Fake1: A(T SK ) = 1]

− Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Fake2: A(T ,SK ) = 1]
∣∣ � ε(t),

...∣∣Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Faken−1: A(T ,SK ) = 1]

−Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Faken: A(T ,SK ) = 1]
∣∣ � ε(t).

This implies

∣∣Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Real : A(T ,SK ) = 1]

− Pr[(T ,SK ) ← Faken: A(T ,SK ) = 1]
∣∣ � nε(t).

In the distribution Faken, the values d1,2, d2,3, . . . , dn−1,n, dn,1 are constrained by
T according to the following n equations: logg D1 = s · (d1, 2 − dn,1), logg D2 =
s · (d2, 3 − d1,2), . . . , logg Dn = s · (dn,1 − dn−1,n), where g = e(P, P ). Only n − 1
of there equations are linear independent. Due to SK = e(P, P )sd1,2+sd2,3+···+sdn,1 , we
have logg SK = sd1,2+sd2,3+· · ·+sdn,1. Since this final equation is linear independent
from the set of equations above, the value of SK is independent of transcript T . This
implies that for a computationally-unbounded adversary A:

Pr
[
(T ,SK 0) ← Faken; SK 1 ← G2; b ← {0, 1} | A(T ,SK b) = 1

]
= 1/2.

Since ε(t) = AdvDBDH
G1,G2,e(t), we have the result that the advantage of A on the event

¬Forge is bounded by 2n · AdvDBDH
G1,G2,e(t). Hence, we have

AdvAGKE −fs
Ψ (t, 1, qs) � 2n · AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t) + Adv forge
Ψ (t).
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For the case of qex > 1, a standard hybrid argument immediately shows that

AdvAGKE −fs
Ψ (t, qex, qs) � 2nqex · AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t) + Adv forge
Ψ (t).

Under the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) assumption, the advantage
AdvDBDH

G1,G2,e(t) is negligible; By Theorem 1, the advantage Adv forge
Ψ (t) is negligible.

Thus, the presented ID-based AGKE protocol is a secure AGKE providing forward se-
crecy.

[Insider attacks and malicious participant]
In our proposed protocol, each participant can confirm whether the broadcast values

are correctly computed by other participants, called confirmed computation property. We
use this property to accomplish implicit key confirmation so that the proposed protocol
can also achieve key agreement. Hence, we first prove that our protocol provides the
confirmed computation property.

In order to explain our protocol provides the confirmed computation property, we first
give a note. In the proposed protocol, each participant Ui use its secret ai, a public value
(Pi+1 −Pi−1) = (ai+1 −ai−1)·P = Pbi for (ai+1 −ai−1) ∈ RZ∗

q , and public parameters
to produce a tuple σi of some computation values including a special value Di. If the
verification equations “hold”, other participants can confirm that Di is produced by Ui

with the secret ai and equals to e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1). In other words, given an identity
ID i and a public value Pbi = (Pi+1 − Pi−1) to an adversary A, A with the secret ai

is unable to produce two different valid tuples (ID i, Pbi, σi1) and (ID i, Pbi, σi2) with
two different values Di. Hence, if no probabilistic polynomial time adversary A with
the secret ai has a non-negligible advantage to produce a valid tuple including a specific
value Di �= e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1) on the inputs Pbi = Pi+1 − Pi−1 ∈ G1, then the
proposed ID-based AGKE protocol provides the confirmed computation property.

Lemma 2. In the random oracle model and under the computational Diffie–Hellman
assumption, no probabilistic polynomial time adversary A with the secret ai has a
non-negligible advantage can produce a valid tuple including specific values Di �=
e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1) on the input Pi+1 − Pi−1 ∈ G1.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let the input Pbi = Pi+1 −Pi−1 = (ai+1 −ai−1)·P for
(ai+1 −ai−1) ∈ RZ∗

q . By contradiction proof, assume that the adversary A with the secret
ai can take random values ri to produce a valid tuple (ID i, Pbi, σi = (Di, αi, βi, γi)),
where Di �= e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1). Certainly, A may use the same ai and ri to gen-
erate another valid tuple (ID i, Pbi, σ

′
i = (D′

i, αi, βi, γ
′
i)) in the proposed scheme:

D′
i = e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, Ppub)ai , αi = ri · P, βi = ri · (Pi+1 − Pi−1), k′

i =
H2(PID ‖ID i‖D′

i‖S, Pi+1 − Pi−1, αi, βi), γ′
i = ri · Pi + k′

iai · Ppub , where S =
P1‖P2‖ · · · | | Pn.

Since two tuples (ID i, Pbi, σi = (Di, αi, βi, γi)) and (ID i, Pbi, σ
′
i = (D′

i, αi, βi, γ
′
i))

are valid, they satisfy following verification equations

e(P, γi) = e(Pi, αi + ki · Ppub) and e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, γi) = e(βi, Pi) · Dki
i ;
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e(P, γ′
i) = e(Pi, αi + k′

i · Ppub) and e(Pi+1 − Pi−1, γ
′
i) = e(βi, Pi) · (D′

i)
k′

i ,

where ki is a hash value from the Hash oracle, and k′
i = H2(PID ‖ID i‖D′

i‖S, Pi+1 −
Pi−1, αi, βi). Both the above equations

e(P, γi) = e(Pi, αi + ki · Ppub) and e(P, γ′
i) = e(Pi, αi + k′

i · Ppub)

hold simultaneously. Given a CDH tuple (P, Pi, Ppub) = (P, xP, yP ) for some x, y ∈
Z∗

q , using the same method in Lemma 1, the value xyP will be derived from (γi −
γ′

i)/(ki − k′
i). It is a contradiction for the computational Diffie–Hellman assumption.

Therefore, we have γi = γ′
i and ki = k′

i. It is a contradiction for the Hash oracle assump-
tion in the random oracle model.

Similarly, both the above equations

e(Pi+1− Pi−1, γi) = e(βi, Pi)·Dki

i and e(Pi+1− Pi−1, γ
′
i) = e(βi, Pi)·(D′

i)
k′

i

hold simultaneously. According to γi = γ′
i and ki = k′

i, it is obvious that (Di/D′
i)

ki = 1.
Thus, we have Di = D′

i. It is a contradiction for Di �= e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1). Hence, no
adversary A with the secret ai can produce a valid tuple (ID i, Pbi, σi = (Di, αi, βi, γi))
such that Di �= e(P, P )sai(ai+1−ai−1), where Pbi = Pi+1 − Pi−1 ∈ G1. Therefore, the
proposed ID-based AGKE protocol provides the confirmed computation property.

By Lemma 2, we have shown that our proposed ID-based AGKE protocol provides
the confirmed computation property. This means that each participant Ui can confirm
that each Dj is produced by Uj with the secret aj and equals to e(P, P )saj(aj+1−aj−1)

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n and j �= i. Hence, each Ui can compute the same group session key
SK = e(ai ·Pi−1, Ppub)n ·Dn−1

i ·Dn−2
i+1 · · · Di−2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. In this situation, the

proposed ID-based AGKE protocol provides implicit key confirmation and achieves key
agreement. According to Katz–Shin’s security model (Katz and Shin, 2005), we obtain
that our proposed protocol is secure against insider attacks in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. In the random oracle model and under the computational Diffie–Hellman as
well as the decision bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumptions, the proposed ID-based AGKE
protocol is secure against insider attacks.

Proof. As mentioned in Section 3 and Katz–Shin’s (2005) security model, an ID-based
AGKE protocol is secure against insider attacks, if the following three conditions hold:
(1) the protocol is a secure AGKE; (2) it is secure against insider impersonation attack;
(3) it provides key agreement. By Theorems 1 and 2, we have proven that the proposed ID-
based AGKE protocol is secure against insider impersonation attack and a secure AGKE
and, respectively. By Lemma 2, we have proven that it provides key agreement. Thus, our
proposed protocol is an secure ID-based AGKE one resistant to insider attacks.
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6. Performance Analysis and Comparisons

In this section, we would like to analyze the computational cost of the proposed ID-based
AGKE protocol with identifying malicious participants. Then, we compare our protocol
with the previously proposed non-ID-based and ID-based AGKE protocols in terms of
computational cost, round number and security properties. For convenience to evaluate
the computational cost, we only consider some time-consuming operations and define the
following notations:

• TGe: The time of executing a bilinear map operation e: G1 × G1 → G2.
• TGmul: The time of executing a scalar multiplication operation of point in G1.
• TGH : The time of executing a map-to-point hash function HG: {0, 1}∗ → G1.
• Texp: The time of executing an exponentiation operation over a finite field Fp,

where p is a large prime.
• Tinv: The time of executing an inverse operation over a finite field Fp.
• Tmul: The time of executing a multiplication operation over a finite field Fp.

Here, we first analyze the computational cost of the proposed protocol. In Round 1,
3TGmul +TGH is required for computing (Pi, Vi). In Round 2, each participant requires
TGe +6TGmul +2TGH to verify (ID i−1, Pi−1, Vi−1) and (ID i+1, Pi+1, Vi+1), as well
as to compute (Di, αi, βi, γi). In the group session key computation phase, it requires
(3n − 1)TGe + nTGmul to verify all (IDj , Dj , αj , βj , γj) and compute the common
group key SK . As a result, (3n + 3)TGe + (n + 9)TGmul + 3TGH is required for each
participant in our protocol.

In Table 1, we compare our protocol with three previous AGKE protocols that include
Tseng’s protocol (Tseng, 2007), Choi et al.’s AGKE protocol (Choi et al., 2008) and
Choi et al.’s AGKE protocol with the UC-compiler in terms of public-key setting, round

Table 1

Comparisons between our protocol and the previously proposed non-ID-based/ID-based AGKE protocols

Tseng’s protocol Choi et al.’s AGKE Choi et al.’s AGKE Our protocol

(2007) (Choi et al., 2008) with the UC-compiler

Public-key
setting

Non-ID-based ID-based ID-based ID-based

Rounds 2 2 3 2

Computational
cost for each
participant

(8n − 2)Texp+
(n + 1)Tinv+

(n + 1)Tinv

6TGe+
(n + 11)TGmul+

(n + 3)TGH

(6n − 4)TGe

+(3n + 6)TGmul

+(3n − 1)TGH

(3n + 3)TGe+
(n + 9)TGmul+

3TGH

Security Provably secure Existing attacks Provably secure Provably secure

Detecting
malicious
participants

Yes No Yes Yes

Identifying
malicious
participants

Yes No No Yes
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number, performance and security properties. As depicted in Section 1.2, one recent non-
ID-based AGKE protocol with identifying malicious participants was presented by Tseng
(2007). Since Tseng’s AGKE protocol is non-ID-based, each participant must verify other
participants’ certificates for participant authentication. The required computational costs
for verifying certificates will be added, besides (8n−2)Texp+(n+1)Tinv+(2n−2)Tmul

in Table 1. Although Choi et al. claimed that their improved protocol (Choi et al., 2008)
is secure against insider colluding attacks, Wu and Tseng (2009) have shown that Choi
et al.’s AGKE protocol is still insecure against other insider colluding attacks.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, by applying the UC complier presented by Katz and Shin
(2005) to Choi et al.’s improved AGKE (Choi et al., 2008), it can provide the functionality
of detecting malicious participants. However, the UC complier requires one additional
round and n signature verifications. Now, let us discuss the computational cost of Choi
et al.’s ID-based AGKE protocol with the UC-complier. Note that the key construction
of Choi et al.’s protocol is the same as one of an efficient ID-based signature scheme
(Cha and Cheon, 2003). Hence, we assume that the ID-based signature scheme (Cha
and Cheon, 2003) is used to Choi et al.’s protocol and the UC-complier. Thus, it totally
requires (6n − 4)TGe + (3n + 6)TGmul + (3n − 1)TGH for each participant. Note that
the resulting protocol provides only detecting malicious participants. It is still unable to
find “who are malicious participants”.

By Table 1, to our best knowledge, all existing non-ID-based or ID-based group key
exchange protocols with identifying malicious participants still require O(n) computa-
tional cost. This is a price to pay for providing the functionality of identifying malicious
participants. Nevertheless, our protocol has better performance as compared to the previ-
ously proposed non-ID-based and ID-based AGKE protocols.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an ID-based authenticated group key agreement protocol
with identifying malicious participants. As compared to the previously proposed non-ID-
based and ID-based AGKE protocols, our protocol provides not only detecting malicious
participants but also identifying “who are malicious participants” in the group key estab-
lishment. In the random oracle model and under the CDH as well as DBDH assumptions,
we have proven that the presented protocol satisfies Katz–Shin’s security model. It means
that our presented protocol is a secure AGKE providing forward secrecy and can resist
insider attacks.
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Tapatumu gr ↪istas grupinis apsikeitimo raktu protokolas
identifikuojantis piktavalius vartotojus

Tsu-Yang WU, Yuh-Min TSENG

Tapatumu gr↪istas grupinis apsikeitimo raktu protokolas vartotojams sugeneruoja bendr ↪aj↪i rakt ↪a
ir užtikrina saug ↪u vartotoj ↪u grupės ryš↪i. Neseniai pasiūlytas Choi ir kt. protokolas yra nesaugus
nuo galim ↪u vidini ↪u atak ↪u, nes jis nenustato ar tarp grupinio apsikeitimo raktu vartotoj ↪u yra pik-
tavalis vartotojas. Be to, protokolas negali nustatyti kuris vartotojas yra piktavalis. Straipsnyje
pasiūlytas identifikatoriumi (ID) gr↪istas protokolas, kuris identifikuoja piktavalius vartotojus. Šia-
me protokole panaudojamas patvirtinantis požymis, kurio dėka identifikuojami piktavaliai vartoto-
jai. Be to ↪irodyta, kad pasiūlytas protokolas yra saugus.


